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Release name: KNOWAGE 8.1 RC 
 
From the previous version 8.0 the following changes have been made: 

New User Story 

- Log4j 1.x replacement with Log4j1 to Log4j2 bridge 

- New Data Preparation 

- As a technical user I want to be able to set more information when defining a new 

datasource connection 

- New administrator interface 

- New end-user interface 

- New Theme management feature 

 
From the previous version 8.0 the following bugs have been solved: 

- Chord chart, axis configuration (label rotate, label alignment, precision) is not working properly 

- I'm not able to add CF to a dimension 

- OLAP: wrong state of buttons when loading a customized view 

- Dropdown menu usability in catalog function GUI 

- Export: Remove duplicate cross navigation parameters before exporting documents 

- CUSTOM CHART: the expand to full page option is not working correctly 

- CHART WIDGET: changing the type of chart in visualization mode loses the ordering in the chart 

- Dataset QBE with LOV problems blocks Dataset service list inside cockpit 

- Encoding issue in LOV statement - MASTER 

- Analytical drivers stored along with OLAP subobjects are not validated 

- CHART WIDGET: the line chart is not present in the available chart types 

- XLSX and CSV exports fail for SQL enterprise dataset 

- News management: missing the notification to the end user 

- News management: expire date and active flag are ignored 

- Registry: updated row is not highlighted 

- Registry pivot - cannot modify an editable field 

- Registry with dependencies: when modifying values, no warning message shoes up 

- Registry profiled - error in retrieving the result set 

- Registry: Profile attributes filtering on FK field - error message in retrieving the result set 

- Download button is always visible 
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- The user cannot close the info dialog 

- How can I put a document as Home Page? 

- GALLERY: import template button doesn't work properly 

- Error on license service 

- Error exporting Function Catalog 

- Export widget, issue on badge management 

- Export Gallery doesn’t work 

- Export Function, keywords are not visualized 

- [Custom Chart] Chart isn't resized correctly according to window size 

- Cockpit preview - direct download from chart produces a json file containing a link 

- Solr dataset are not working 

- Silent login with credentials in POST method call is failing 

- Users management hangs on roles saving if default role is not set 

- DOSSIER: Export functionality doesn't export the template 

- [Ticket#2021070887000021] JDBC connection is not returned to the pool in case something goes wrong 
within LOV execution when creating DataConnection object 

- Reduce the function description 

- As end user the gallery list is empty 

- Select role show only the default 

- INFODIALOG: impossible to close the infoDialog.AboutKnowage 

- GALLERY: the css code is overlaying rows numbers in chart template css tab 

- [Ticket#2021071287000012] OLAP: cross navigation is not propagating cell coordinates properly when NOT 
EMPTY option is enabled 

- Alert doesn't generate alerts and send email 

- CommonjEngine doesn't work ( locale issue ) 

- The associative logic is not working when using a filter of type MAX inside a widget 

- Alert doesn't send email or execute Talend document 

- Menu layout problem 

- Metadata show a lot on debug info 

- Internationalization is not managed 

- Fix layout issue on USE FUNCTION 

- GALLERY: it is no possible to specify the output file name 

- Change language doesn't work with Chinese language 

- FUNCTION CATALOG: limit on function description 

- MAP WIDGET: the export excel is not working when the coordinate is of type CLOB 

- The option "Enable show excel export (when available)" is not activated by default although it is available by 
default for some widgets 

- Using registry timestamp field, I'd like to copy/paste or edit fields 
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- Data set filtering using TAG doesn’t work 

- META_WEB: the CLOSE button doesn't work 

- The file is not deleted 

- Show information if data set is shared or not 

- Cannot edit documents found using document browser search 

- UnShared data set 

- Change the columns 

- MyWorkspace -> Document 

- The driverable check is wrong 

- Export qbe data set from myworkspace 

- Export XLS of qbe data set 

- An error occurred when the user try to create a new GIS document from my workspace 

- Error on creating a new KPI document 

- License management is empty 

- XLS Export SQL data set doesn't work 

- Federated data set Export doesn't work 

- Mondrian Schema Catalogue home page doesn't have valid description (just placeholder) 

- Registration process feedback 

- Login error page contains some link to extJS 

- Profile Attribute doesn't save when syntax for multivalue is set 

- User registration process is not completed 

- Change the data source test icon 

- Data Source multi schema attribute 

- Fix some layout problem con data source detail form 

- The user cannot delete a data source 

- Roles Management GUI gives an error after save action 

- Roles Management: delete action gives always OK (too if the role isn't deleted because is used) 

- Roles Management doesn't save a detail with a long description and doesn't give any message 

- User Management: after saving new user pwd field is cleaned and an error message is shown 

- Template management doesn't show all documents 

- Cache manager: Save message is missing 

- Cache manager: data set list is partially hidden 

- Configuration management, save "Active" flag is not working 

- Roles management, clicking on a text it change another element 

- Role management. save option show a white page 

- Metadata editor, the toolbar is malformed 

- User Management validation doesn't work 

- User Management gui: the right panel trembles when mouse focus is set on password confirmation text box 
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- Tenant Management: the creation message doesn't show details for username and password 

- Export situation not managed 

- Import procedure 

- Download Installation Configuration shows the not found page 

- License Management: after delete, the login page is shown 

- Profile Attributes Management: delete of an attribute already used gives the confirmation message (but the 
item isn't really deleted!) 

- Profile Attributes: validation doesn't work 

- The external url in menu management returns escape slash 

- User Management GUI: the first selection of a element in the list shows a warning message 

- Error - Total row on calculated fields 

- UserManagement: Attribute LOV's type doesn't show edit option 

- User Management GUI: the confirmation message for deletion is not localized 

- Manage Internazionalization: 'Show Only Blank Field' runs just if it's refreshed manually in each tab (but the 
tab is shown with the flag already set) 

- Menu Configuration: doesn't create a menu item with static page 

- Menu Configuration: missing remove icon for menu items without sub-menus 

- In map widget, cockpitModule_mapThematizerServices has only one active indicator for the entire map and 
not one for every layer 

- In map widget, if a layer doesn't have any measure hide the arrow to explode the layer in control panel 

- In map widget, detail popup doesn't work in documents opened in a popup from a cross navigation 

- The schedule option on data set is always disabled 

- The data set schedulation is not saved 

- Cockpit GRID, the rows are not equals on FIREFOX 

- RowSpan is not working well 

- [Ticket#2021072687000059] - The "/" character is not managed on data set catalog, inside the Name and la-
bel fields 

- Row style condition doesn't work on number 

- The implementations of CacheDataBase.getUsedMemorySizeQuery(String, String) of BigQuery, RedShift and 
Synapse use a not available Postgres function: are they copy-and-paste? 

- Functionalities Management doesn't give any error message on deleting node with children 

- Import procedure doesn't handle audit tables 

- Profile Attributes Management: the gui brokes if the user uses the tab button to move from the name to the 
description text-area 

- When I click on an authorization after scrolling the page structure breaks and is no longer usable 

- OLAP custom view is not working 

- BM wrong label 

- Toast messages don't hide anymore. 

- Mondrian Schema Catalogues: Workflow users list doesn't scroll 
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- Profile Attributes Management: error message is not localized 

- Business model Upload model is blocking the GUI after the save 

- Business model "Lock Model" is no longer working 

- Roles Management: deletion of an already used role gives a wrong error message (too general) 

- Import metadata error is not shown 

- Profile Attributes Management GUI doesn't show SAVE button 

- Roles Management: some authorizations are wrongly disabled for role type 'User' 

- User Management: save action starts without any roles selected 

- I18N issue with axis name on chart widget 

- When closing a user in user management the user is put below the scroll-line 

- Table widget selection on modal column when using alias does not work 

- On REST dataset, parameters with no default value break the preview 

- Cockpit exported from Oracle doesn't work on Postgres installation 

- [Ticket#2021081887000018] Authentication through JavaScript SDK does not work properly 

- [Selector Widget] Date selector widget doesn't check if the range is invalid 

- [Cockpit] Association creation GUI doesn't prevent from losing some unsaved associations 

- Some notes on Resource Manager 

- On document scheduler, the user cannot pause a trigger until there is a license for Knowage PM 

- GLOSSARY: Error during modifying word with one or more link 

- USERS MANAGEMENT: It is not possible to remove default role 

- USERS MANAGEMENT: Info message must be visible only if more than one role is selected 

- Resource Manager, the LAYER folder is not visible using DEV user 

- TENANT MANAGEMENT: Info message is incomplete 

- USERS MANAGEMENT: Attributes page is not working 

- Data set / table relation 

- A document execution present in a Personal folder ask all roles owned by the owner of the user functionality 

- OLAP designer fails to start 

- Export in QBE doesn't ignore invisible fields 

- In QBE, XSLX and CSV export procedures come from different service, first is a portlet, second is a REST ser-
vice 

- Layout issues Gallery 

- Data set catalog show wrong list if the user is a DEVELOPER  

- [Table Widget] Total not displayed if equal to zero 

- [KPI] Test Case KNOWAGE-2043: Creating and Saving a KPI Definition 

- [KPI] Test Case KNOWAGE-2045 - Cloning a KPI Definition 

- Menu Configuration: the left tree doesn't scroll 

- Menu with link to Document Browser / My Workspace functionality doesn't work 

- Menu with link to HTML static page doesn't work 
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- [KPI]Test Case KNOWAGE-1745 - Cannot set hierarchy of temporal attributes 

- User Management: wrong message for different password values 

- [KPI]Test Case KNOWAGE-1745 - Cannot save new measure 

- [KPI]Test Case KNOWAGE-1746- Cloning an Existing Rule 

- Tenant Management: confirmation message after update is the same for the creation (but not complete) 

- [KPI]Test Case KNOWAGE-1747- Deleting a Rule 

- [KPI] Test Case KNOWAGE-2438 - Alias and PlaceHolder 

- License Management [TC: KNOWAGE-2376]: On adding existing license no message is shown 

- Manage Internationalization [tc KNOWAGE-2455]: the 'Show only blank fields' is not set on tabs after that the 
user set it on default language tab 

- [KPI] Test Case KNOWAGE-2052 - Saving a KPI Target 

- [KPI] Test Case KNOWAGE-2055- Modifying an Existing Target 

- [KPI] Test Case KNOWAGE-2442 - Create a new Alert 

- Constraints [TC KNOWAGE-2415]: empty page is shown on selection for Check Type 

- Constraints [TC KNOWAGE-2415]: details about the check-type are wrong for the selected type 

- Constraints [TC KNOWAGE-2415]: maxlength is not set in text fields 

- Lov [TC KNOWAGE-1328]: wrong label for tree definition 

- LOV [TC KNOWAGE-1330]: Creating lov with profile attribute in query gives syntax error 

- LOV [TC KNOWAGE-1333]: add lov button doesn't show details to fill for kte_dev 

- [Analytical Driver] Add a search box and sorting functionality to LOV selection dialog 

- [LOV] Syntax of LOV's query is changed for table.column 

- Qbe XLSX export not working with hidden fields 

- My workspace, schedulation section, job details: toolbar is too high 

- KPI impossible to fix query with parameter error 

- KPI focus on preview panel switch after user clicks on preview button 

- LOV: validation messages have wrong visualization 

- User attribute delete check doesn't work for LOVs 

- LOV [TC KNOWAGE-2467]: info popup is empty 

- Qbe dataset preview shows hidden columns 

- Popup messages do not disappear when adding/deleting folders in Resource Manager 

- File upload does not work in Resource Manager for specific file extensions. 

- Wrong behavior when uploading zip archive in Resource Manager. 

- Some folders are not shown when logging to Resource Manager as kte_dev 

- Test Case KNOWAGE-1326: Memorizing parameters in session 

- Error message appears when attempting to add a driver to a business model in new Business Models' Cata-
logue 

- "Use Advanced/Smart view as QBE default" flag does not work properly 

- [Glossary] Test Case KNOWAGE-1932 - Clone: glossary 
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- IMPORT/EXPORT - KPI document is not performed 

- IMPORT/EXPORT - Export the document only in the selected functionality: doesn't work 

- IMPORT/EXPORT - Export related documents: not all cross navigation 

- KPI LIST, add category and author 

- Substitute the hamburger icon with ALIAS label 

- Remove the message text in the CLONING alert 

- Save KPI Target, the button to save contains "Apply" text 

- The end date field is not clearable 

- [Glossary Usage] Names of the business class not shown after filtering by word 

- [Glossary Usage] List of business columns not shown 

- [Glossary Usage] Document detail doesn't show associated words 

- IMPORT/EXPORT - catalog: all dataset 

- IMPORT/EXPORT - catalog: all Business Modell 

- When sharing a document from workspace, available destination folders do not match the folders with CREA-
TION permission 

- MENU - Menu node content: A functionality 

- DATASET: it is not possible to save a dataset that contains empty spaces in the name 

- Wrong session manager on menu 

- HTML WIDGET: Using the _description for a parameter is not working 

- Wrong behavior when defining fixed values as input parameter of a cross navigation 

- Wrong behavior of Window Width and Height when choosing "Pop-up window" modality in a cross-navigation 

- MetaWEB, the close button doesn't work 

- News doesn't show alert for end user 

- The download file badge show wrong information 

- In QBE, inUse flag brakes the filter icon in bottom pinned row of the smart view 

- Resolution problem prevents user from using scrollbars in registry 

- Date field selected with date picker is not well formatted before saving in registry 

- Rows are not highlighted in registry when one or more values are changed 

- In QBE, deleting column from Smart view deletes advanced filters unrelated from the column removed 

- SbiMetaSource url field should have a less restricted validation expression 

- Ordering in registry columns should be checked 

- When changing a foreign key value in registry, warning message reports wrong names for dependent col-
umns 

- Wrong behavior of "Don't warn me again" flag in registry 

- Business Class list inside glossary should show also models 

- Test Data Source doesn't work 

- Data Source JNDI Name 

- Node detail should be more clear 
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- Layout problem on overlapping 

- The WORD must be point out in a better way 

- [Dossier]Error when launching activity for "Dossier Single Parameter dynamic" 

- In QBE, every change to the query reset the advanced filter expression 

- Drag and Drop is difficult to use 

- The user can add word in a leaf only 

- Cannot add node already used in another glossary 

- [Profile-attributes]Wrong error message when deleting a profile attribute already associated to an existing 
user 

- [Profile-attributes]No message appears when reaching 255 characters in description field of a profile attribute 

- [Roles-management]Wrong error message when deleting an already associated role 

- [User-management]Detail tab deformation when inserting 255-character string in "Full name" user field 

- [Constraints-management]String validations are not implemented in constraint fields 

- Crosstab: excel export does not respect decimal precision 

- Workspace - ALL DATA SET - show all data sets 

- Cannot delete data source 

- Glossary: Click on the icon to open the tree is not working well 

- Some icon appears in the glossary tree 

- I cannot disconnect one WORD from DATA SET in a GLOSSARY 

- Add Refresh icon on Cache management 

- New tenant, the username/password must be show from the service response 

- The user cannot modify Tenant 

- Catalog functions cannot be updated after export/import 

- Menu - A functionality: document browser does not highlight the choice 

- Menu - Empty: cannot change to empty menu after saving another option 

- Functionalities - Functionalities folder: server error 

- LOV - Profile attribute: server error when the PA is empty 

- Analytical Driver - Cross Navigation: data type 

- Analytical Driver - Memorizing parameters in session 

- When exporting documents, some unwanted documents are exported as well 

- Import of documents fails 

- Wrong behavior when deleting an empty label in Internationalization 

- Wrong behavior of Show Only Blank Field flag in Internationalization 

- Wrong behavior of "Show Only Blank Fields" flag in different language tabs 

- An error occurs when executing a saved OLAP customized view 

- Business Model - Analytical driver: text search 

- Business Model - upload file 

- OLAP: sometimes the total does not correspond to the sum of the above rows 
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- Knowage CE login as ADMIN, the license service is called 

- A lot of JS error after login 

- Knowage CE , a kpi schedule resume doesn't work 

- Birt CSV export creates csvreport.rptdocument file that cannot be completely removed from file system 

- [Ticket#2021092987000013] OLAP saved customized view fails to open in case there are some multivalue 
analytical drivers 

- Selecting the 0 value on table widget, KNOWAGE doesn't start the selection 

- Encoding issue in info dialog 

- [Menu-management] when saving changes the page type is not saved 

- TABLE WIDGET: the ordering using a column of type timestamp is not working 

- JS error on Dashboard with external document 

- CROSS TAB: calculated field cannot have title "Total" 

- Saving KPI, wrong label 

- KPI, add kpi name text field 

- [Selector Widget] Chechboxes selection doesn't let me select multiple values 

- KPI, the user cannot create a new one 

- Missing new features 

- Error occured when Chinese language is set 

- SOLR: filter section into dataset do not save filters 

- SOLR: error when total row is added to widget table 

- Too many scrollbar on Functionalities 

- The "models" folder is not automatically created by the Resource/Models Manager 

- Solr filter query multivalue parameters errors 

- [Selector Widget] Single value combobox - arrow disappear when setting background 

- [Measures-management]Error message appears as a plain json 

- KPI Month check 

- [KPI] formula is not shown in the right way 

- Layout issue on KPI threshold severity 

- [KPI] Threshold Color selector widget needs double click 

- [KPI] Cannot save KPI 

- The target category is missing 

- Kpi schedule, the time is not updateable using keyboards 

- Label missing on Alert 

- [Alert definition]I cannot see the threshold color on action definition 

- Threshold colors are not correct on KPi document 

- Style section is not reloaded in kpi document 

- Cross Navigation, the document list is not fully displayed 

- Cross navigation deletion is not working 
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- Manually Change the expiration on NEWS 

- Date and time widget are disabled 

- Info about how configure data set on schedulation 

- Send mail schedulation 

- Schedulation, the parameter value from driver is not working 

- Schedulation agenda, the dates are not internationalizated 

- Scheduler agenda, some search options are not like LookUp 

- Scheduler, save document in a folder 

- Add search on data set combo box 

- Scheduler: "Use a DataSet as recipients' list" option doesn't send email 

- Document detail on schedulation, layout issue 

- Schedule Single trigger 

- Pie chart: cannot custom color of second category 

- Dashboard selector: it is not possible to order on an another field 

- Heatmap chart: I am not able to resize label font 

- WebSocket for notifications doesn't need authentication 

- [Function-catalog]Function catalog detail hides the main menu 

- [Functions-catalog]Scrollbar missing con function catalog list 

- [Function-catalog]Function preview, some layout issues 

- [Function-catalog]Column setting on Function catalog preview 

- [Functions-catalog]Python errors are not shown in the error message 

- Change functions on catalog 

- [Functions-catalog]Use function in a Dashboard, navigation panel is not aligned 

- [Functions-catalog]"Delete used function" check is not working 

- [Dataset-management]When Creating a new data set the Older version is not empty 

- REST Error when creating e new Data SET 

- [Dataset-management]Data set preview contains too many scrollbar 

- [CR]Add columns type in the data set preview 

- Data set preview, performance decrease 

- Error on saving data set 

- Metadata Dataset, decrease the row height 

- "Dataset management" REST calls are too many 

- Data set metadata, missing FLOAT type 

- [Dataset-management]Data set preview is always disabled 

- Data SET with parameter doesn't ask the parameter value before the preview 

- Data set preview/execution doesn't remove ; 

- [Dataset-management]Some metadata type are not managed 

- Error on cloning data set 
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- Data set scheduling, the date is disabled 

- The scheduling information is not saved on data set 

- [Dataset-management]Data set history the hour is in AM/PM format 

- File data set upload/download icon 

- [Dataset-management]Update file data set file 

- Change some Data set icons 

- Create XLS data set 

- Pivot transformer, the value filled are not readable 

- Pivot transformation, Label is wrong 

- [Dataset-management]Cannot create a Python data set 

- Single quote character inside document description issue 

- Elements overlapping scrollbar in cockpit 

- Alert - cannot set end date 

- [Lovs-management]LOV updating generates incorrect list of visible columns 

- Reset button fail on filter panel if the driver is NUMERIC 

- OLAP: wrong behavior of the filter wizard: "You need to select at least one member" message is displayed 
even if there are selected members 

- When saving document metadata the saving function fails if a file has been uploaded 

- OLAP: after searching members on filters panel and reopening it, members are still highlighted 

- Alert , error message if the date is wrong is too generic 

- Cannot change the data set scheduled date 

- [CR][dataset-management]The field type is not correct 

- Max value must only visible if the AD is DATE type 

- OLAP: member is still there even if I deselected it from filter wizard 

- Error exporting PDF in async mode 

- QBE's advanced filters aren't correctly rendered to SQL query 

- Qbe advanced filter reset the logical operator when ungrouping 

- QBE, the advanced filter is not used in the generated SQL 

- [Menu-Management]You can create two menus with the same name at the same level 

- List section is longer than the screen height so not all menus are visible 

- [Menu-management]You cannot create a first level node if you have already selected one of the existing 
menus 

- You can set a role for a child menu even if its parent hasn't that role 

- OLAP: MDX query is executed many times even if there is no need to to that 

- Chart using calculated field with empty space 

- OLAP: designer does not start for new documents 

- Home page is blank after re-login 

- Import document with viewpoint and metadata fails 
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- When user logs out, Knowage applications sessions are not invalidated 

- The Knowage release version is not correct inside the INFO Dialog 

- Direct link to document does not work 

- Show right message when import document with same name ( and different label ) 

- [Ticket#2021120787000012 — Stack Overflow with version 7.4.15] Servlet filters loop when the session ex-
pires 

- Cockpit execution without license 

- Cockpit Export PDF in async mode is empty 

- The page is not all darken during the loading of a cockpit after a selection 

- The end user menu doesn't scroll 

- Cross navigation preview doesn't work with column alias 

- [Ticket#2021101587000019] An error occurs when a public analysis automatically refreshes for an indefinite 
amount of time 

- CUSTOM CHART: in the preview section it is not visible the checkbox to choose the dataset for doing the pre-
view 

- TABLE WIDGET: there is a horizontal bar similar to a scroll bar 

- The document detail is not visible for author 

- The Recent executed document is empty 

- MyWorkspace, missing functions 

- WorkSpace, missing tooltip in the document toolbar 

- MyWorkspace, the document execution doesn't work 

- Workspace, some missing functions 

- Workspace, the user cannot execute QBE 

- MyWorkspace, the model hasn't got the preview image 

- MyWorkspace, The ADD button on "MyModes" is always visible 

- MyWorkspace, ADD button on MyAnalysis doesn't work 

- MyWorkspace, add data set button is always visible 

- MyWorkspace, some actions on data set are missing 

- MyWorkspace. the dates are not internationalized 

- MyWorkspace, card modality 

- Workspace, if the preview is not present the section must not be shown 

- Document Browser, document execution doesn't work 

- [Security vulnerability] Resource manager is vulnerable by path traversal attacks 

- Driver type is empty 

- [Ticket#2021121587000015] When opening OLAP designer, document's template is sent as a GET request 
parameter 

- Missing (+) icon on document Browser 

- Messages are too large 

- Document Browser, after a search the user cannot open the document detail 
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- Document Browser, some actions are missing 

- Document Browser, the user must scroll down to see the pages 

- Document Execution, the tree AD doesn't show any elements 

- Pop-Up Analytical driver, selected element is not shown 

- Document execution, the name must be shown in the toolbar 

- Document execution, the driver are too big 

- Document execution, combo box doesn't show the default value 

- Document execution, the pop-up show the wrong value ad default 

- User initializer 

- Alert - Repeat interval field should be flagged as required 

- [Test Case KNOWAGE-213] [Menu] Cannot change node functionality 

- [Test case KNOWAGE-1757][Scheduler] Select folder from dataset is missing from "Save as Document" set-
tings 

- [Test case KNOWAGE-1757][Scheduler] Select recipients from dataset is missing from "Send as mail" settings 

- [Scheduler] Change label to text field "this message has been generated by..." 

- It is not possible to save a new analytical driver 

- It is not possible to change an AD use mode from LOV type to manual input 

- [KNOWAGE-1762][Scheduler] Document panel not updated after reassigning fixed values to documents' pa-
rameters 

- [KNOWAGE-1796][Scheduler] Exported Cockpit always saved with .html extension (even for PDF) 

- Using a multivalue default for a multivalue manual input is not working 

- Set the config parameter SPAGOBI.SESSION_PARAMETERS_MANAGER.enabled to true is not working 

- Creating a constraint with a lower range value equal to 0 is not working 

- [Cockpit] Association error 

- GALLERY: it is not possible to give a label different from the name for a template 

- QBE filter single / multi value 

- GALLERY: importing an existing template is not working 

- DATASET: doing the preview of a dataset before saving it is not working 

- Registry: The timestamp is displayed incorrectly when the field is not editable 

- [Internationalization] Search and insert message code doesn't work as expected 

- [Menu-Management]Static pages should not be hardcoded 

- [Dataset-management]PREVIEW: when a cell value text is too long it overlaps over the near cell 

- DATASET PREVIEW: the preview after modify a dataset but not yet saved it is not working 

- Menu - An external app: will always open a new window 

- DATASET: using the ordering sql synthax in a query dataset is not working 

- USERS: it is possible to create a new user with non-alphanumeric characters in the user id or in the full name 

- CACHE MANAGER: there is a strange writing in the runtime information section 

- CACHE MANAGER: the "Dimension (byte)" header in the Add/Remove dataset section is truncated 
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- CACHE MANAGER: it is not possible to modify some fields of the general settings section 

- In the language selection there are languages with incorrect titles 

- Change the language is not working for some title section of the menu 

- The title of the info section has the title InfoDialog.AboutKnowage 

- BOM special char issue when importing document 

- In the parameter panel the date format does not correspond to the language 

- [Profile Attributes management] Cannot delete existing profile attribute 

- [CR][Profile Attributes management] Cannot use accented characters in Name and Description fields 

- There is too much space between the checkbox and the values in a lookup driver 

- In the parameter panel it appears the driver values and not the description 

- [License Management] Manage situations where isn't possible to write into the licenses directory 

- If a date driver has a default there is a wrong format in the parameter panel 

- [Document Detail] Date and time missing from history's versions 

- [Document Detail] Information panel is empty 

- MAP WIDGET: map centering doesn't work 

- The order in a popup driver change according to the selected value 

- MAP WIDGET: the color scale range changes only when the dataset is completely refreshed 

- CHART WIDGET: the change chart functionality doesn't work 

- [Document Detail] [Testlink-2034] Cannot save added AD 

- CROSS NAVIGATION: it is not working 

- The reset for a pop up driver is not working 

- [Document Detail] [Testlink-2035] Cannot save added Output Parameters 

- The reset for a combo driver is not working 

- The global document search is not working if the enter key is used 

- Resource Manager has no Chinese support for files upload 

- The visibility conditions are not working 

- Creating and Saving a KPI Definition (KNOWAGE-2043) 

- [Datasource-management]advanced section is not visible 

- JNDI suggestion as tooltip 

- Modifying an Existing Schedulation 

- [CR][Document-Detail] The document types are hardcoded 

- Glossary detail word popup wrong format 

- Modify and Show Info: glossary node 

- [Glossary-usage] Glossary change don't refresh right panel 

- User registration doesn't work properly 

- Alert: mail not sent when send mail action is set 

- Testcase 2444/2445 - Wrong description 

- Testcase 2446 - Wrong description 
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- Data set search using TAG doesn't find element 

- Add a new TAG to an existing dataset already tagged 

- Data set LINK section is not saved 

- [CR][Dataset-management]Data Set Script, set JS as default 

- [Testlink-1827][Dataset] Cannot clone a CSV dataset 

- [Testlink-1828][Dataset] Cannot clone a XLS dataset 

- [Testlink-1957][Dataset] Preview doesn't asks to fill in the value for parameters 

- [Testlink-1958] [Dataset] Saving a scheduled persistence gives an error 

- [CR][Dataset] Missing helper for profile attributes and parameters syntax in query dataset 

- [Dataset] "Date" metadata type missing in MySQL and Postgres datasets 

- User cannot get direct link or HTML code to embed in case the public role is missing 

- [Testlink-1997][Dataset] Cannot persist a dataset created with QBE 

- [Testlink-1981][Dataset] Pivot transformation doesn’t work in a Flat Dataset 

- [Testlink-2469][Dataset] Cannot create a new SOLR dataset 

- [Testlink-2471][Dataset] Cannot persist an existing SOLR Dataset 

- MAP WIDGET: static layer as first layer block pop-up in the second layer 

- Import: Cannot create directory in server resources 

- Import: Error related to SBI_OBJ_PARVIEW occurs 

- Dashboard: The generated HTML iframe is not having '/public' in its URL 

- [Ticket#2022012887000019] Documentation does not clarify where to download metadata script files and 
other resources 

- Document Browser tree by a test user (test role) not correctly visualized 

- [Business Models' Catalogue] Trying to save a model with an existing name generates a loop 

- Dev user cannot create generic document 

- WORKSPACE [TC 1613]: is not possible filter datasets by tags 

- When I change a timestamp within a search, I have to select the data instead of seeing the datetime selector  

- [Testlink-2187][Meta Web] Filter in metamodel creation doesn't work 

- WORKSPACE [TC 1614]: some gui details are hidden on laptop screen 

- [Testlink-1878 ][Meta Web/QBE] Geographic icon isn't displayed for geographic dimension 

- WORKSPACE [TC 1894]: "Add to My Workspace" option is not available 

- [Testlink-1871] [QBE] Filters are not reported in the generated SQL Query even if they are applied 

- Execution panel: driver is not passing the multivalue selections. 

- Execution panel: document is not executed 

- Dev user can change document status 

- WHERE condition is not correct when TimeStamp occurs with the Data Type format (day month year) 

- DOCUMENT DETAIL [TC 2028]: the history of the template is not shown 

- Prefix on meta web table retrieval doesn't work 

- Python Function metadata are not displayed correctly with dataset of type REST 
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- Table widget pagination does not work correctly with catalog function 

- Cross navigation: it is not starting 

- [Testlink-2188] [Business Models' Catalogue] Cannot add analytical driver to a Business Model 

- Reset parameters' default when correlation is set is not working 

- I cannot download PDF snapshot from Knowage 

- Document execution: reset parameters when a filter has visibility condition 

- Document execution: passing and displaying null values 

- Cockpit Excel export produces empty file. 

- Document execution: correlation between parameters doesn't work correctly when using the reset button 

- Document execution: correlation between parameters doesn't work correctly with pop up use default value 

- Document execution: parameter visibility is not handled correctly using pop up usemode and passing null 
value 

- Document execution: parameter visibility is not handled correctly using MANDATORY manual input date use-
mode 

- Correlation between parameters: not working when referencing a driver 

- LOV definition: The LOV test is not working when using the syntax to set parameters correlation 

- Menu - Enterprise menus are visible also in community edition 

- Document execution: driver returning one value are hidden 

- [Meta Web] Cannot download the jar file with source code 

- Document execution: viewpoint- saved viewpoint doesn't load values correctly 

- OLAP customized view: public customized views are saved as private 

- QBE, advanced view, the paginator data doesn't work 

- Join type is not correctly saved  

- Business classes and business columns related to deleted physical tables and columns must be marked af-
ter "update physical model" process 

- Document execution: see metadata - the buttons are the old ones. 

- Document execution: send BIRT by mail fails 

- Table Widget - export PDF: timestamp format 

- MAP WIDGET: the excel export of the map doesn't works correctly 

- Some dataset fields are not displayed within the dashboard designer 

- JDBC pool is not releasing connections 

- Oracle 1000 elements error with Document List Method 

- Table widget XLSX export is cut off for large datasets in case some custom number precisions are defined 

- Table widget XLSX export produces invalid files for large datasets in case some custom number precisions 
are defined 

- After Primevue update editable fields are losing the value on blur 

- When exporting table widget into XLSX, timestamps are exported as regular dates, without the time infor-
mation 

- Dashboard designer breaks when a dataset column is java.time.LocalDateTime type 
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- Document menu icon in document execution is difficult to click 

- Layout error on document metadata 

- Note area is too small 

- [CR]Note list is missing 

- Document Browser shows a scroll bar in the main container 

- The paginator keeps the page when the user changes the folder on document browser 

- New cockpit is not opening from document browser 

- Document Browser execution from end user menu 

- Data set executions with no parameters 

- Data set Preview doesn't work in a new Data Set 

- When creating a new Generic Document the form must be empty 

- To see the new document the user must refresh the browser 

- Changing the user, the default role should not be mandatory 

- Users cannot modify documents 

- Table widget displays integer values as float when using ORACLE numbers with 0 scale 

- Create new Generic Document goes on error 

- HTML menu is not shown 

- Error creating generic document 

- Table widget XLSX export displays integer values as float when using ORACLE numbers with 0 scale 

- Table: formatting of string fields when used as measure (count) 

- Avro export is not supporting BigDecimal 

- My Workspace the data section goes on error 

- Link the functions from workspace 

- Layout issue on Parameter Panel ( North side ) 

- Not all the rectangle area of an attribute in an entity is clickable 

- The buttons of an attribute in the smart view are not visible if the column width is reduced 

- There aren't the tooltip for the buttons 

- The button to change the view (smart/advanced) is not clearly visible 

- Every time a click is done the whole page is reloaded 

- In the advanced view the columns value are not vertical aligned with the title 

- Changing the aggregation function in the advanced view and then doing the preview is not working 

- It is not possible to open the Knowage menu when the qbe is opened 

- It is not possible to save a new dataset with the qbe 

- [CR] The xlsx export of a qbe query not yet saved is not working 

- The date format in the qbe preview is not the same set in the meta web 

- In the preview of a date field there are a lot of 'invalid date' values 

- If a column is set to unused it is still visible without values in the smart view 

- Document browser: internationalization is not correct 
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- Users management: I get a warning message when selection a user even if no changes have been made 

- Document browser: dev user with dev role can see metadata of a released document 

- Document management: missing "eye" icon to state the visibility of document 

- Document visibility through profile attribute is not working 

- Document detail: redirected to wrong tab when saving output parameters 

- Document detail: data lineage seems not be saved and tables are not ordered 

- After some click the value of the field target type filter breaks and produces an error 

- For some conditions it is possible to select value of the field or another entity target although it should not 

- Deleting an attribute when there is another attribute not visible is not working 

- The in and not in condition filter with manual values are not working 

- The having clause filter with the target type another entity is not working 

- The pagination in the smart view is not working 

- After deleting a parameter filter it appears again the pop up that ask the user to apply the parameter 

- Create a parameter filter without assigning a value is not working 

- The execute button in the parameter panel in the qbe should not be clickable when no value has been se-
lected 

- In the Relations Between Entities panel it is not visible the type of relation although the space is enough 

- Registry- pivot table: editable date doesn't open the calendar and I cannot edit it 

- The numbers are not formatted: there isn't the thousands separator 

- Using complex and advanced filters the preview in the smart view is not working 

- Using a model with an analytical driver that filters all the data is not working 

- It is not possible to modify an AD correlation in a metaweb 

- The value for the "AD Depends From The AD" in a correlation condition is always forced to the AD for which 
the correlation is set 

- It is impossible to create a new cockpit 

- Wrong subtitle for the details section of meta web 

- Adding a filter clicking on the icon where there is the list of entities is not working 

- The options when using an in filter with manual input are not aligned 

- Generate a meta web for the registry is not working 

- It is not possible to add a driver in a metamodel 

- Layout issue on LOV preview 

- LOV preview doesn't work if the user attribute is missing 

- An error occurs when downloading configuration file 

- Document detail: functionality tree is missing 

- Document execution: tree driver doesn't work correctly 

- Execution panel: clean filter button does not restore default or delete selection of a filter using multivalue list. 

- Execution panel: single selection from tree does not allow to select all nodes except for the lowest level 

- Document execution: manual input date is not printed correctly 
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- Document execution: values passed through cross navigation are not always correct 

- "Open Designer" button must be visible only in some cases 

- "Open designer" button is not working 

- Document execution: parameter reset button is not always working correctly 

- Document execution: correlation between pop up parameter and a second filter isn't working as expected 

- Document execution: visibility over more than 2 values is not working 

- Document execution: hidden parameter stays visible even if condition is no longer satisfied 

- Correlation between parameters when referencing a driver: it should show an empty list when no match is 
found 

- My workspace: preview of a dataset of type file returns an error 

- Dataset preview: software shouldn't force in typing a value, it should run with null values also 

- Dataset persistence: cannot persist MySQL query dataset 

- Flat dataset: I can create flat dataset but it returns an error when opening and running preview it again. 

- Layout issue on Data set preview 

- Data SET, the metadata section is empty 

- Data Set preview, paginator doesn't change the data in the table 

- Lov with null value must be filtered 

- Glossary usage: "link" button is not showing the list of documents 

- Glossary definition: I associated more than two words to the same column of a table but information pop up 
isn't showing it correctly 

- Function catalog: Use functions in a cockpit- cannot use it in cross table and chart 

- Menu configuration: move down/move up buttons are missing sometimes 

- Nothing happens when user clicks to display a dataset from dashboard in case of a multivalue driver with no 
values 

- Clicking on a layer in the layers catalog change the list order 

- The data set detail doesn't need an image 

- Document Browser, the paginator is hidden 

- User selection doesn't work the first time 

- Roles management, the paginator is hidden 

- Functions, the paginator is hidden 

- KPI schedule execution, paginator is hidden 

- The dossier is not working 

- Data Source TEST Button must be changed 

- A final user cannot choose scope and category during save of a dataset 

- Wrong Excel export 

- Menu definition, the list of roles change between items 

- [CR]The user cannot create document inside the personal folder of document browser 

- Date type drivers are not correctly sent to BE 
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- [New Document Browser] Saving a new generic document is really slow 

- [Test case KNOWAGE-1532] [Document Detail] Cannot add analytical drivers to existing documents 

- [Test Case KNOWAGE-1533][Document Detail] Cannot download templates from history 

- The exported formats are too many for the menu 

- Jasper SubReport 

- Layout issue on scheduled executions 

- MyRepository, I cannot create a new folder 

- Cannot select PK on meta web 

- [Scheduler] Documents list not updated in timing & output 

- META Web, cannot create relationship 

- MetaWeb, the attributes list change and the selection select attributes in other entity 

- META WEB, saving functions delete the old versions 

- QBE: The parameter value is missing 

- QBE, the metadata section must be filled when the user save the data set 

- The administrator can open qbe from data set catalog 

- Error while saving georeport template 

- Workspace: the user cannot change a QBE data set 

- Table widget is shown numbers in English format even if Italian is set 

- Calendar update does not work 

- Document execution scheduled job is triggered when admin modifies job configuration 

- [URL FILTER] Update allowed Data URI MIME types for images 

- Problem with export XLS from dataset preview] Dataset preview from dashboard: XLSX export button some-
times is hidden 

- New folder is displayed in wrong position 

- Menu definition, If I click on all roles they are not saved 

- Correlation with pop-up multi value 

- Every time the user switch between documents the parameter page is initialized 

- Visual correlation doesn't work with list driver 

- Cockpit changes mode when I save 

- OLAP button, tooltip is wrong 

- OLAP customized view has some layout problem 

- Cannot save federated dataset 

- After creating CSV data set, I've got an error on preview 

- CSV Data set preview doesn't work 

- The "saved parameter toolbar" must not be present on data set preview panel 

- If I use GB language I see a JS error on console 

- Data set schedulation doesn't save the date start/end 

- The refresh button doesn't update the dataset list 
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- "My Workspace" icon still visible even if removed from role's authorization 

- Meta web: cannot change its name 

- Meta we: cannot create calculated field 

- Meta Web: not able to create registry 

- Meta web: not able to associate driver to model 

- Meta web: cannot use a business view due to replicated relationships 

- Qbe interface: cannot disable the discard repetitions option 

- It.eng.spagobi.container.ObjectUtils.toJSONArray: leading and trailing whitespace cut 

- Qbe- filters: the "contain" option plus the target type "select from field" should be multivalue 

- Qbe-filter: cannot use decimal values when setting the having clause 

- Qbe- filter: parameter values are not changed once set up once. 

- Qbe- filter using parameter: I save result set as dataset but dataset preview is empty 

- Qbe- smart view: not easy to move columns, not possible to deselect ordering and aggregation 

- Dashboard using qbe dataset that contains drivers: once created the execution is "compromised" by the 
driver 

- Dashboard using profiled qbe dataset: document execution stays loading 

- Qbe preview: total count of returned result set is missing 

- Registry: I open calendar to insert or update a date field but I cannot find an "apply" or "save" button to con-
firm and exit calendar panel 

- DOSSIER: using optional driver is not working 

- DOSSIER: the download of the docx produced by an activity is not working 

- DOSSIER: if no parameter is used the dossier does not work 

- The folder in the document browser are in the wrong order 

- From the end user menu, the OLAP document execute the old GUI 

- Dossier document with single parameter dynamic: cannot launch activity 

- An error occurs when developer filters list of datasets from catalogue in case he is not enabled to any da-
tasets category 

- Add some information how create the expression 

- Integer values ending with 0 are displayed as ...0.0, for example 2020 is displayed as 2020.0 

- Information section must not be present on CE edition 

- Add the minutes/hour to the start/end date 

- Download button doesn't work 

- I cannot change the Data set metadata 

- Add type on Calculated Field 

 

Please visit www.knowage-suite.com for further information. 
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